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Introduction

This reference manual was designed to be your principal reference tool after you have learned to use and

program your HP-75. It is compact enough to go virtually anywhere your computer can go, yet

comprehensive enough to provide most of the information you might need for routine use of the HP-75.

The reference manual is divided into four sections, each with a different purpose:

Section 1, Operating the HP-75, contains information about the operation of the computer and its

systems. The topics in this section are presented in the same order as in part I and II of the owner’s

manual, and each topic contains the principal facts relating to the operation covered by the topic. Refer

to this section when you need information about some aspect of the computer’s operation.

Section 2, Programming Concepts, contains information about writing and running programs. The

topics in this section are presented in the same order as in part III of the owner’s manual. Each topic

lists, and briefly defines, the instructions used to implement the programming concepts covered by the

topic. Refer to this section when you need general information about a programming concept.

Section 3, HP-75 Instruction Set, is the heart of the reference manual and contains a complete

dictionary of every operator, function, statement, and command in the HP-75 instruction set. Refer to

this section when you need detailed information about a particular HP-75 instruction.

Section 4, Reference Tables, provides detailed information about the character set, error conditions,

system memory requirements, display escape codes, machine defaults, and keyword abbreviations.

Throughout this manual you will find bold-type page numbers inside parentheses. These page numbers refer

to the page in the owner’s manual where the principal coverage of the operation, concept, or instruction is

located, and they provide a way to access the more complete coverage of certain topics that the owner’s

manual provides.



Section 1

Operating the HP-75

Keyboard and Display Control

Key Functions

Typewriter Keys

through Letters.

(0]through [9] Digits.

] Space.
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nn
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Period. Used as a decimal point in numbers and as the final character in abbreviations.

Arithmetic symbols: addition (plus), subtraction (minus), multiplication (asterisk),

division (slash), exponentiation (circumflex), and integer division (back slash).

Comma. Used to separate items in commands, statements, and functions.

Parentheses. Used to key in numeric expressions.

Exclamation mark. Used for end-of-line comments in program statements and for

appointment notes.

Double and single quotation marks. Used to enclose filenames and other literal strings.

  

Number s1gn Used to spec1fy file numbers of BASIC files in i

 

# statements and to assign timer numbers in iif  

 

and ki
i # statements. Also used for inequality in relationaltests.and i

Dollar sign. Used to specify string variables and string functions.

Ampersand. Used to concatenate, or join, string expressions.

Opening and closing brackets. Used to dimension string variables and to specify

substrings.

Commercial at. Used to form multistatement program lines.

 

Semicolon. Used to separate items in F I H7T, DoF

statements.

Equals. Used to assign variable values and to test for equality.

Less-than. Used in relational tests.

Greater-than. The BASIC prompt for programs and command appointments. Also used in

relational tests.

Colon. The text-editing prompt. Also used to delimit device codes.
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Editing Keys

SHIFT

CTL

LOCK
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System Keys
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Percent sign.

Question mark. The default prompt for the [i1 statement.

Shift. Causes keys to perform their shifted functions. In uppercase mode, causes the letter

keys to display lowercase letters.

Control. Used to generate special display characters and to form a variety of keystroke

combinations.

Lock. Used when locking the keyboard in uppercase letters or when enabling the numeric

keypad.

Left-arrow and right-arrow. Move the cursor across the display. If necessary, cause the

display to scroll.

Up-arrow and down-arrow. Move the display up and down through BASIC, text, and

appointment files and through the system and mass storage catalogs.

Insert/Replace. Exchanges the replace cursor (i#) with the insert cursor ().

Clear. Clears the display.

Backspace. Backspaces the cursor and erases the character there.

Delete. Deletes a character and left-shifts the trailing characters in the display line.

Tab. Moves the cursor across TIME and APPT mode display fields.

The system keys and the and keys send a carriage-return/line-feed to the display and il =LY D

devices before performing their designated functions.

> 4 — Z

>
=

> o
|F

2
=

3

T

RUN

Attention.Turns on the HP-75; interrupts programs, listings, auto line-numbering, card

reader operations, and HP-IL operations. Acknowledges due appointments.

Time. Switches the HP-75 to TIME mode.

Appointment. Switches the HP-75 to APPT mode. Causes unacknowledged appointments

to be displayed.

Edit. Switches the HP-75 to EDIT mode.

 Fetch. In EDIT mode, functions as a typing aid for & i command .

Return. Causes an expression, statement, or command in the display to be evaluated,

stored, or executed.

Run. Runs the current BASIC program in EDIT mode. Processes due appointments in

APPT mode.
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Keystroke Combinations

System Keystrokes

Causes the HP-75 to perform a system reset.*

 

 
 

  

Causes the HP-75 to turn off the display and to disable all keys except [ATTN].

Locks the HP-75 in uppercase. Pressing again restores the unshifted keys.

Enables the numeric keypad. Pressing again restores the normal keyboard.

Displays the most recent £ F (i, Lk DG, card reader, trace, or HP-IL message for as

long as the [FET] key is pressed. The message is cleared after [CLR], [ATTN], (TIME], [APPT],

(EDiT], (FET], (1], 4], [RTN], or [RUN]is pressed.

Single-steps through a program, beginning from the current line.

Editing Keystrokes

Moves thefile pointer to the first line of the currentfile, to the first entry in a7 i L. or

mass storage catalog listing, or to the first appointment in APPT mode.

Moves the file pointer to the last line of the currentfile, to the last entryin a7 i1or

mass storage catalog listing, or to the last appointment in APPT mode.

In EDIT mode, brings the last entry to the display and makes it available for editing. The

entry is displayed intact, so long as no other keys have been pressed since the 1astm

Thefollowmg commandsusethe1nput buffer causmgyour last entry to be lost: i

PR REY L IET L0 FLIsT and T i

In EDIT and TIME modes, deletes from the cursor to the end-of-line. In APPT mode,

deletes the currently displayed appointment or replaces it with an edited appointment.

In APPT and TIME modes, shifts the cursor leftwards across the display fields, the

opposite direction of [TAB] alone.

Shifts the cursor to the beginning of the display line.

Shifts the cursor to the end of the display line.

Left-shifts the cursor 32 positions or to the beginning of the display line, whichever

distance is shorter.

Right-shifts the cursor 32 positions or to the end of the display line, whichever distance is

shorter.

Display Character Keystroke

Causes the next key or keystroke combination to display the character associated with it
regardless of key redefinitions.

 

* [SHIFT (m],(], 4], (8], and also cause a system reset if held for one second or longer.
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Escape Keystroke

Generates decimal code 27 (ESC) as the initial character of escape code sequences.

The HP-75 responds to 12 escape codes. (Refer to the table of display escape codes in the

reference table section.)

Display Control

Recalls input buffer to display for editing.

 

Controls display rate of messages and output.

PIFREG IR Determines character position where end-of-line signal appears.

Sets line length of output to printer devices.

Causes next key or keystroke pressed to display character associated withit.

 

Sets line length of output to display devices.

Character Manipulation Functions

 

Returns the character associated with the specified decimal character code.

Returns the decimal character code of the specified character.

Syntax Guidelines

The following syntax conventions are used throughout this manual:

 

THHE Words in dot matrix (like i. I = 7) may be entered in lowercase or uppercase

letters.

italic type Items in italic are the parameters you supply.

Filenames and other character strings can be enclosed by single or double

quotes and can be entered in lowercase or uppercase letters.

[] This type of brackets enclose optional parameters.

An ellipsis indicates that the optional item may be repeated.

stacked When two or more items are placed one above the other, one and only one of

items them may be used.

or When two or more items are separated by “or”’, one or more instances of either or

both items may be included.
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File Manipulations

File Types

i BASIC file.

s Private BASIC file.

Text file.

i Appointmentfile.

L LEX file.

I Interchange or LIF1file.

Unknown file.

File Specifiers

File specifiers name and describe the characteristics offiles.

 

 

 

Definitions:

filename A string expression which evaluates to a string of one to eight characters. The first

character must be a letter or a period; the remaining characters can be letters or digits.

device code A string expression which evaluates to one or two letters, a letter and a digit, or a digit and

a letter.

password A string expression which evaluates to one to four letters or digits.

File Specifier Syntax

File Type Specifiers

Files in Memory ‘filename '

Card File Specifier

 

‘filename :

‘filename :

“filename :

“filename :

 

Mass Storage File Specifier ‘filename : device code '

‘filename : device code ~password '    
Note: Although a filename, device code, password, or complete file specifier can be any string

expression, they are shown throughout this manual only as string constants, and therefore are enclosed

in quotes. File specifiers that are, for example, string variables or substrings do not require quotes.

File Parameters

Line numbers must be unsigned integers, 0 through 9999.

Increment values and file numbers must round to integers, 1 through 9999.

File specifiers may be specified by string variables and expressions.
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File Management Commands

 

For the For Any For Any

Current File Only BASIC Filein Memory Text Filein Memory
 

     
    
 

Executing C0FY, DELETE, MERGE) MAME, FURGE) EEMAME, or TEHMEZFUEM on an initialized BASIC file

will deallocate the program.

Operators and Functions

Precedence of Operators (89)

The table below lists HP-75 operators in their order of precedence. Expressions are evaluated from left to

right for operators at the same level.

Performed first.

0o Nested parentheses are evaluated from the inside out.

functions.

#, ., [114 or . ([CTL)(Z))

= n) w4b or #
FIME

Vo OOR, EXOR
Performed last.

 

Numeric Precision (73)

 

Type Precision Maximum Value

FEFIL 12 digits |+£9.99999999999 X 10+499
SHORT 5 digits +9.9999 X 10%99

FHTEGER bdigits 199999
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Range of Numbers (76)

—9.99999999999E499 9.99999999999E499
—999999999999 999999999999

—.000000000001 .000000000001

l —1.E—499 1.E—499 l

0
 

          
 

 

* Floating Underflow Floating
Overflow T Point Point Overflow

Exponential Notation Notation Exponential
Notation Notation

N %

Variables (78)

Simple Numeric Variables

Identifier: Letter [digit]

     
Default type: i Hi.. = may be declared.

Numeric Array Variables

Identifier: Letter [digit] i subscript [ . subscript] :

Simple numeric and numeric array variables can have identical identifiers. One or two dimensions may be

specified.

   Default type: i # may be declared.

 

Default lower bound: 0. i1 ilb i produces lower bound 1.

 

Default upper bound: 10. Upper bound can be specified by ilki

declarations.

Entire arrays may be referenced in 5 [ 47T # and i ril # statements by specifying the array name with

parentheses and no subscripts, for example &%, .

Numeric Functions

Numeric function parameters = and i can be any numeric expression.

Number Alteration Functions (82)
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General Mathematical Functions (83)

  

  

PGLB

Numeric Expressions (87)

A numeric expression can take any of the following forms:

® A numeric constant.

® A numeric variable.

e A numeric function.

e Any of the above combined by one or more operators (arithmetic, relational, or logical) or pairs of

parentheses.

TIME Mode Operations (92

mET Sets the clock.

Adjusts the clock setting.

  

 

Clears speed adjustment factor.

    
Specifies iii7-I1iliY and HiY

 

=+ hour formats, "'k Tii appointment calendar, and

time accuracy.

APPT Mode Operations (100)

Alarm Types: i Beep suppressed.

i Short chirp.

= Long, low tone.

% Two-tone pattern, repeated three times.

i Series of high tones.

“ Long, low tone followed by long, high tone.

i~ Series of eight siren sounds.

 Repeating type 2 alarm.

=i Repeating type 4 alarm.

“ Repeating type 6 alarm.
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Appointment Types: 4 (normal)

for

ATTN

ATTN

i (acknowledge/reschedule)

i (reschedule)

Specifies message or command field.

Acknowledges due appointments.

Deletes appointments.

Displays extended appointment information.

Turns HP-75 off, processing due appointments.

appt TO

‘file specifier Copies =45+ & file from memory to a magnetic card or mass storage.

 

‘file specifier '

Flappt Merges an 4 i+ t type file from a magnetic card or mass storage with the

#pop t filein memory.

Card Reader Operations (114

R DHED Displays a card file catalog entry.

 

UFY [ filename '] T
‘card file specifier Copies a file from memory to card.

LY 'card file specifier

‘filename ' Copies a file from card to memory.

FEOTECT Write-protects a card file.

DHMPFROTECT Removes the write-protection from a card file.

HP-IL Operations (124)

STGH IO Assigns the devices on the loop.

  

de\j/'ce code ' Declares display devices.

FEIMNTER IS

device code ' Declares printer devices.

CLEMAR LOOF Resets loop devices.

OFEELO Turns off loop communications.

, ik il Restores loop communications.

PAT Te
LD L

 

device code ' Initializes mass storage medium.



HT ' idevice code'’

Y [ filename ')

T "file specifier '

LY file specifier

‘filename *

 

T 'filename’

 

FHCE ' i device code

“file specifier

‘file specifier '
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Catalogs mass storage medium.

Copies a file from memory to mass storage.

Copies a file from mass storage to memory.

Renames a mass storagefile.

Purges a mass storage file.

Packs a mass storage medium.

Key Redefinitions (142

FETOH EEY ‘key!

DEF EEY ‘key' .

‘keydef' [:]

 

P gy
bbb

REMHAME FKEYZ TO

“filename *

 

“file specifier '

LYt file specifier

T EbEY S

FURGE KEYE

Fetches the definition of the specified key or keystroke.

Defines the key or keystroke.

Displays the key (or keystroke) display character.

Edits the i: =iz file.

Renames the i=i file and disables key redefinitions.

Renames a keys type file to =i and enables the key redefinitions it

contains.

Copies the &=i file to a magnetic card or mass storage.

Copies a keys typefile from a magnetic card or mass storage to memory and

enables the key definitions it contains.

Purges the i&= file and eliminates all the key definitions it contains.



Section 2

Programming Concepts

Running Programs (15s)

LI,

ATTN

LT

Begins program execution.

Interrupts program execution.

Restarts program execution after [ATTN]or =T {1,

Editing Programs (159)

Dooo
b b byL

FETOH

Lists program file to display or printer.

Fetches specific lines of program file.

Fundamental Statements (165)

 

Assigns values to variables.

Terminates program and deallocates the program.

Inerrupts program execution without deallocation.

Interrupts program execution for a specified period of time.

Delimits program remarks.

Display or print information.

Allows input of data from the keyboard.

Branches, Loops, and Subroutines (176)

 

Unconditionally branches to a line number.

Tests condition and branches.

Repeatedly executes a series of statements a predetermined number of times.

Branches to a series of statements and returns.

Branches to the line number determined by the value of the included

expression.

Branches to the subroutine determined by the value of the included

expression.

Bypasses a pending subroutine return.

16
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Program Timers (186)

R T IFER # Sets a program timer.

OFF TINMER # Disables a program timer.

O TIMER # COTO Branches to a statement when a timer goes off.

DR TIMERE # COSUE Branches to a subroutine when a timer goes off.

 

Defines the lower bound of all arrays in a program.

 

Declare and dimension arrays.

Strings

String Variables (196)

String Identifier: /etter [digit] #

Dimensioning a String: [iI!istring identifier {.subscript i

Default size of a string variable is 32 characters.

Substring Identifier: /etter [digit] & [ subscript[ . subscript]

Two subscripts separated by a comma specify beginning and ending character positions, respectively. A

single subscript specifies a beginning character—the substring extends to the end of the string.

String Expressions (196)

A string expression can take any of the following forms:

® A string constant.

e A string variable.

® A substring.

e A string function.

e A string expression consisting of any concatenation of the above using the :: operator.

String Functions (198)

The parameters = # and * #can be any string expression.

  
=T EF Cnumeric expression
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User Defined Functions (205)

DR R Defines a single-line user-defined function or the first line of a multiline function.

LET FH Assigns a value to the function in a multiline function.

ErD DEF Labels the end of a multiline function.

Storing and Retrieving Data

Within a Program (210)

DETH Statement Contains numeric or string constants for use by & {1,

RED Assigns values from iiii7istatements to variables.

FESTORE Resets the data pointer to the first or specified ii statement in the file.

From Data Files (216)

FEnTEH # Associates a file number with a file name.

FREIMT # Stores data items in a datafile.

PROH Retrieves data items from a datafile.

RESTORE # Resets the data pointer to the first or specified line of a data file.

Program Calls (230

DL Calls a program from within another program. Execution returns to the calling program

at the line after the i“ii.1l. statement when the called program ends.

Local and Global Declarations (233

A global declaration is an HP-75 setting that remains in effect until:

® The setting is changed by a new declaration, executed either from the keyboard or from a running

program.

¢ The HP-75is reset.

A local declaration affects only keyboard calculations or the program in which the declaration occurs.
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Global
 

  

dEE, O BEREOE

  

 

  

  

DEFAULT OFF, DEFAULT OH

    

LL

 

a1

OFFOTIMER #

CETION AMGLE

OFTION AMGLE
STHMDEY  OM, oTHHDE

TRACE FLOM TEACE

 

WIDTH, FHIDTH

Po,oPREINTER I

LE

  

URRE, TRACE OFF  
 

Formatting Output (23s)

IMAGE Specifies the output format for i1

string.

string.

Debugging Operations (252

e gg
Pobilobn b lLoRb

o
foor
fouee

 

Turns off all trace operations.

Initiates user-defined error trapping.

Disables user-defined error trapping.

Displays error number of last error.

Displays line number where last error occurred.

o IHG and FEIMT LUz IMHG statements.

1% TH{: Prints information according to the specified I iiii:f statement or the included format

Traces program flow. Shows all branches in program execution.

WHFES Traces variables. Shows all changes in values of variables.

19
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Section 3

HP-75 Instruction Set

Operators

Arithmetic Operators (69)

Floating point addition.

(-] Floating point subtraction.

(x] Floating point multiplication.

Floating point division.

or [il% Integer division (no remainder).

Exponentiation.

Relational Operators (82)

(=) Equalto.

Less than.

<](=] Less than or equal to.

Greater than.

>](=] Greater than or equalto.

or [#] Not equalto.

Logical Operators (88)

Logical operators are used with numeric expressions to return Boolean values. If an expression evaluates to

0 it is false; if it evaluates to a nonzero value it is true. For all numeric expressions A and B:

DB Is true if and only if both A and B are true.

Is trueifA or B or both are true.

Is true ifA is true or B is true but not both.

   
Is trueifA is false.

 

   

        
Functions

In the following tables, = and ' specify any two numeric expressions and = #and T# specify any two string

expressions.

Where an abbreviation exists for the function name, it is shown in parentheses following the function

description.

20
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Numeric Functions

Given the appropriate number of arguments (zero or more) and type of arguments (numeric or string

expressions), each numeric function returns a single numeric constant.

           

Absolute value of . (82)

Arccosine of 4, in Quadrant I or II (abbreviation: =:. ). (86)

Arctangent of ', in proper quadrant. Thatis, returns the angle 6 formed between the x-

axis and the point (x,y), such that —7 < 6 < 7 (abbreviation: i .). (86)

Arcsine of i+, in Quadrant I or IV. (86)

Arctangent of i, in Quadrant I or IV. (86)

Smallest integer = = (abbreviation: == . ). (82)

Cosine of . (86)

Cotangent of . (86)

Cosecant of . (86)

The date in yyddd format based on the clock setting. (98)

Radian-to-degree conversion of . (86)

Smallest machine number (1 . k-5 %)(83)

The line number of the most recent error or warning. (260)

The identification number of the most recent error or warning (abbreviation: =+ .). (260)

e, (84)

Sameas {47 ¢ (abbreviation: 1 .).(82)

Fractional part of .. (82)

Largest machine number (G. &5

 

Largest integer < . (82)

Integer part of . (82)

The length of string = #. (198)

Natural logarithm of =,> 0. (84)

Log to the base 10 of =, = >0 (abbreviation: i::.). (84)

If = > %then i, else . (83)

The number of bytes of available memory. (47)

If< then i, else . (83)
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L

 

“ modulo 't ¥~k THT(.7 7. (83)

The decimal code of the first character of = #. (41)

  
3. (83)

if not. (198)

Degree-to-radian conversion of . (86)

The last numeric result to be displayed or printed. (71)

Remainder of i.k- TFe 0 (83)

Next number, i, in sequence of pseudo-random numbers, 0 < = < 1. (83)

Secant of . (86)

The sign of «: ~ 1 if # <0, & if = =0, 1 if > 0.(83)

Sine of . (86)

Positive square root of . (83)

Tangent of .. (86)

The number of seconds since midnight of the current day. (98)

Returns the numeric value of a string composed of digits, decimal point, and/or exponent.

(198)

String Functions

String functions return zero or more characters of information.

The catalog entry of the specified file, 32 characters in length. Files are numbered in order

of their appearance in the system catalog. ii1 # ©ii + returns the catalog of the current

EDIT file. For = <0, i7#¢ i* returns the catalog of the currently initialized BASIC file,

if any (abbreviation: == . ). (198)

The character whose decimal code is iili< =, &57 (abbreviation: i .). (41)

The datein a yy/mm/dd format. (98)

The display character of the currently depressed key or keystroke combination. Returns

the null string if no key is depressed (abbreviation: & .). (198)

The string information contained in the digits, decimal point, sign, and exponent of .

(198)

The time in a hh:mm:ss format, using 24-hour notation (abbreviation: * i .). (98)

Converts = #to all uppercase letters (abbreviation: i + .). (198)

A six-character string indicating the operating system version. (267)
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Print Function

THECHD Causes the following [i [ &or FF I 1M1 item to be output beginning at column %, where

column 1 is the left margin. (167)

Basic Statements and Commands

In the list that follows, the shortest abbreviation for each keyword is shown in parentheses following the

keyword. The word “none” in the parentheses indicates that no abbreviation exists for that keyword.

The bold number in parentheses at the far right on the keyword line is the principal page reference for that

keyword in the owner’s manual. (This is the same page reference given in the Instruction set Index inside the

back cover of the owner’s manual.)

ALARM (=1 .) (106)
 

   

Causes the HP-75 to ignore due appointments.

e Global Declaration.

 

   

Restores the normal handling of due appointments. All appointments that came due after the last

“1 OFF will come due immediately.

 

e Global declaration.

ASSIGN # (zz.#) (216)
 

sTGH # file number T filename l:

 

   

     
Assigns the specified file number to the named data file and sets the corresponding data pointer to the first

line of the file. A new file is created if the named file doesn’t exist. If the file type is not specified, the default

is BASIC.

e Global declaration.

(219)

 

 

   

 

Ends the association between the specified file pointer and a file. Reclaims the memory required by the

assignment.

e Global declaration.
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ASSIGN 10 (#=..) (126)

 

 

Ll [ :devicecode [. :devicecode...] ]
  
 

 

Initiates interactive assignments of device codes to peripherals or assigns them as specified in the optional

device code list. Devices are assigned according to their order on the loop.

e (Global declaration.

AUTO (=.) (51)
 

[1 [beginning line number [.incrementvaluell
  
 

 

Causes the computer to begin automatic line numbering of text or BASIC files; numbering begins at

beginning line number and increases by increment. Cancel by pressing [ATTN]. Defaults are current line plus

10 and increment value 10.

BEEP (i::.) (30)

 

 

- [frequency in Hz [ .duration in seconds]]
  
 

 

Causes a tone to sound at the specified frequency for the specified duration in seconds. Defaults to 1400 Hz

and 0.1 seconds.

 

 

  
 

 

Disables the beeper until a &(icommand is executed. Alarm types i and * will still sound.

e Global declaration.

 

 

   

 

Restores beeper operation after a i L command.

e (Global declaration.

BYE (i: .) (29)
 

   
Turns the HP-75 off.
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CALL (none) (230)

 

.M.l 'filename’
   
s e bT
Loenkdb P oen

Causes program execution to branch to the specified program. Execution returns to the calling program

when an il is reached during execution of the called program.

CAT ALL (s2 0 0) (49)

 

  
 

Accesses the complete system catalog.

CAT (none) (49)

 

, i::i ; iiZIg iZZ} ii:k ;

  
 

Displays the catalog entry of the ¢ i+  file.

 

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

(117)

CH

Displays the catalog information recorded on a card track.

(134)

oHT ' i device code '

TS I

Accesses the catalog of the medium in the specified mass storage device.

HT [ filename )

Displays the catalog entry of the current BASIC or text file or the specified file in memory.

(134)

 

i.MT 'mass storagefile specifier '
  
 

 

Displays the catalog entry of the specified mass storage file.
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(144)

HTOOREY

Displays the catalog entry of the i==file.

CLEAR (=1 .) (131)
 

   
.........

Resets specified HP-IL devices to their initial states. (Refer to peripheral owner’s manuals for initial state

conditions.)

CLEAR LOOP (=i.1.) (131)
 

   

Resets all HP-IL devices on the loop to their initial states.

CLEAR VARS (:1..) (81)

 

   

Clears the values of all calculator and program variables and reclaims the memory required for them.

CONT (none) (159)

 

DT [ine number)
   

 

it S50
Continues execution of the current program at the next statement or at the beginning of the specified line.

COPY (=.) (118/135)

 

“filename ' Tii filename’  
‘card file specifier

‘mass storage file specifier '   

  
    B-  

COFY Fls

Copies the specified file in memory to the specified destination. If the source file is not specified, copies the

currentfile.
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(119)

 

‘filename '’   

 

       

Copies the specified source card file to the specified destination filename in memory.

(135)

 

‘mass storage file specifier 1l

 

‘filename '
‘mass storage file specifier '   

 

Copies the specified source mass storage file to the specified destination file in memory or on mass storage.

DATA (= .) (210)

 

LIHTH number ortext [ . number ortext . . . ]

   
SESTHPe e Ie ope P e s s e e e
g kD LIL g Sl ey DL LaEbrE, Lo, o eid Frod s

Provides numeric and quoted or unquoted strings from which Kstatements can obtain values for

i1 statements can be located anywhere in the program. Data items are

 

numeric and string variables. |

read from left to right within a |

statement in the program.

1T statement and from the lowest-numbered to highest-numbered {71

 

e Local declaration.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

e Notallowed after THER, ELSE O EREFEORor OTIMER.

e Must be the only instruction on the line.

DEFAULT (s =) (89)

DEFAULT OFF

 

   

Cancels the use of default values for improper mathematical expressions. Program execution is halted and

an error message is returned when errors 1 through 8 are encountered. (Refer to Error Conditions, section 4.)

e Global declaration.

 

DEFALULT OH
   

Restores the use of default values for improper mathematical expressions. Errors 1 through 8 produce

warning messages and program execution continues.

e Global declaration.
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DEF FN (none) (205)

=+ numeric variable name [parameter |[.parameter..]:] = numeric expression

F'ii string variable name [iparameter [.parameter..]:] = string expression
     

Completely defines a single-line user-defined function. Parameters can be any combination of simple

numeric or string variables and are local to the function definition.

Local declaration.

Not executable from the keyboard

Not allowed after 7i Emb O

Must be the only 1nstruct10n onthe line.

   

(207)

 

i numeric variable name [+parameter [.parameter...]:]

‘i1 string variable name [+ parameter [.parameter...]:]
   

   

 

Defines the beginning of a multiline user-defined function. Parameters can be any combination of simple

numeric or string variables and are local to the function defined. Multiline functions can return string

variables up to 32 characters long.

e Local declaration.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

e Not allowed after ¥ e  

(207)

 

{ numeric variable name = numeric expression

i string variable name = string expression

 

  
 

 

In multiline user-defined functlons assigns to the function a value which is passed back to the program.

I statement in every multiline function.

 

There must be at least one |

e Notexecutable from the keyboard.

(207)

 

 

  
 

Defines the end of a multiline user-defined function.

Local declaration.

Not executable from the keyboard

Not allowed after

Must be the last statement on a line.
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DEF KEY (. .) (143)

 

Lk BEREY  Tkeydisplay character ' . ' key definition® [ :]

  
 

  
Redefines the key or keystroke combination specified by key display character as either a typing aid (:

included) or an immediate-execute key (; omitted).

® Global declaration.

DELAY (:.) (39)

 

 

" numeric expression
  
 

 

Specifies the length of time, in seconds, that the computer will wait between display lines—accurate to

tenths of a second. The range of numeric expression is 0 to 226 seconds.

® (Global declaration.

DELETE (:i= 1= .) (59)

 

 

- [beginning line number [ .ending line number]]
  
 

  
Deletes the specified line or block of lines from the current BASIC or text file. Liizi.k T &by itself deletes the

pending line. If no ending line number is specified, the line number specified by beginning line number is

deleted.

DIM (none) (194)

 

 

   

Declares the maximum length for string variables and declares the upper bounds for one- and two-

dimensional numeric arrays. A string variable name must be followed by the length in brackets; a numeric

array name must be followed by the maximum subscript values in parentheses (separated by a comma if the

array is two-dimensioned).

Local declaration.

Not allowed after Tk, Bl =k

Must be the last statement on the line.

Must occur before any references to dimensioned variables.
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DISP (:ii .) (166)

 

   

 

Evaluates the items in the display list and outputs their values to the HP-75 display and any . FLAEY IS

devices. Use semicolons as item separators for compact spacing; use commas to produce dlsplayflelds of 21

characters. A termmatlng comma or semicolon will suppress the CR/LF that is normally output following

the last item. i [ &=with an empty display list outputs a blank line.

DISPLAY IS (:ii . ) (128)
 

   
Cancels all display device assignments. The HP-75 display becomes the only display device.

® Local declaration.

 

  
 

(128)

DimFLHY 1% ' idevicecode [. :devicecode..]’

ciismp Law 1 Fapd, iy

Designates specified HP-IL peripherals as display devices.

¢ (Global declaration.

DISP USING (:ii . =) (238)

 

HIRF USIHG line number [:disp using list]
‘image format string   

PREME T HE, DO

  
Sends listed items to display devices according to the included image format string or the format string in

the [ iii:iz statement specified by the line number.

EDIT(¢. /& . ba. /&.1.) (62)

 

EDIT “filename '
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Moves the file pointer to the first line of a new i 1"k § i 1or the specified file. When a new file is created the

file type is either the same as the current file or as specified. Displays the catalog entry of the file. Used to

create new files.

EDIT KEYS (s . isus) (151)

 

  
 

Moves the file pointer to the first line of the ii =file.

END (none) (165)

 

 

  
 

Terminates program execution and deallocates the program.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

END DEF (si) (207)

 

  
 

Refer to [IEF FH.

ENDLINE (=+) (140)

 

R IME [0-3 character string expression]
  
 

 

Ll RUHERCLE

 

Defines the end-of-line characters (up to 3) sent to & I HTER i devices. k. I i with anull string (' *)

specifies that output will be in a continuous string with no end-of-line delimiters. &il I HE by itself restores

normal CR/LF end-of-line.

e (Global declaration.

FETCH (+. /[FET)) (53)

FETOH line number

search string [ ./line number]

 

  
 

Fetches the pending line, the specified line, the next line that contains the search string, or—beginning at

the specified line—the next line containing the search string. The search string may be any string

expression.
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(146)

 

FETUH KEEY  'single character string expression
  
 

  chrE O EERR

Recalls the current definition of the specified key or keystroke combination and makes it available for

editing.

FOR (none) (179)

 

FiiF loop counter = initial value Tfinalvalue [5TEF incrementvalue]
  
 

o 7

 

Defines the beginning of a i+ [ii=-I4iZT loop. The loop counter must be a simple numeric variable; the initial,

final, and optional increment values may be any numeric expression. The optional & 7TEF parameter

specifies the amount by which the loop counter is incremented when the loop’s iT statement is executed.

   =-Ii21 loop is contained on one line).  ®* Not executable from the keyboard (unless the entire i’

e Notallowed after THE) ELSEO ERFEOREor O T

GOSUB (s) (182)
 

iLUE line number
  
 

Ao GOLUR 17Va8

Causes program execution to branch to the subroutine beginning at the specified line number.

* Not executable from the keyboard.

GOTO (3 .) (176)

 

  
 

  

Causes program execution to branch to the specified line number.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

¢ Instructions following this one on a line will never be executed.

IF...THEN...ELSE (none... t1...1 .) (177)
 

line number line number

  allowable statement... allowable statement...

or or

command... command...   
 

 



Provides conditional branching. When the expression evaluates to a nonzero value (true), the i
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- ipart of

the statement is executed. Program execution branches to the line number specified or continues with the

instructions listed after

at the next hne of the programor, if the optlonal Ifi:

   

® Not allowed after F

® Must be the last instruction on the line.

® The following statements are not allowed after 7 i

IMAGE (i)

     fane e e g RE R  
i, When the expression evaluates to zero (false), program execution continues

part ispresent the program branches to the

(238)

 

 

 

. image format string
  

 

Specifies the output format for i   % and FRIH - statements. The image format string

consists of one or more field specifiers separated by commas or slashes.

 

 

    

   
 

May be
Image Type of .
Svmbol Output Comments Repli-

Y cated

:, Blank Specifies a blank between items. Yes

, Literal text Usedto dellmltstrlng |tems in formatstrlngs or entire specifiersin no

Db L 1L + statements.

Character Specifies a character position; text is left-justified. yes

Digit Specifies a digit position to left or right of radix symbol; leading blanks yes

and trailing zeros.

o Digit Specifies digit position to left of radix; leading zeros. yes

Digit Specifies digit position to left of radix; leading asterisks. yes

=, Sign Specifies sign, + or . no

|, Sign Specifies sign, blank or . no

g, b Exponential Outputs numeric with exponenti, sign, and three digits. no

notation

Decimal Outputs a decimal point as radix in that position. no

point radix

Comma radix Outputs a comma as radix in that position. no

o Comma Outputs a comma as a digit separator in the specified position. no

separator

, Period Outputs a period as a digit separator in the specified position. no

separator

Field Allows enclosed image specifiers to be replicated. yes

, Compacted Causes both strings and numerics to be output with no leading or no

item trailing blanks.

CR/LF Causes a carriage-return/line-feed; may also delimit items. yes  
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e Local declaration.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

e Notallowed after THER, EL&E Ob EREEOEor GT

e Must be the only instruction on the line.

INITIALIZE (i1 .) (132)

 

 

:devicecode’ [. number of file entries]
   

  

Prepares the medium in the specified mass storage device to store information and allows the medium to

store either 128 files or the specified number of files (up to 453).

INPUT (i) (168)

 

   i variable[ . variable...]

[ ‘prompt’ : variable| . variable...]

‘prompt ' . prompt string expression : variable [ . variable...]    

  
Allows assignments to variables from the keyboard during program execution. The optional second prompt

can be overwritten and is read as input.

INTEGER (i1.) (194)
 

 

- numeric variable [ .. subscripts ][ . numeric variable [ . subscripts +]...]
   

 

Dimensions and reserves memory for integer precision numeric variables. Valid for both simple and array

  

variables.

® Local declaration.

® Not allowed after 7 o~

¢ Must be the last instruction on the line.

¢ Ifused, must occur before any references to declared variables.

LET (none) (165)
 

i1simple variable [ . simple variable...] == numeric expression

. i]string variable [ . string variable...] = string expression  

 

 
 

 

Assigns a value to one or more variables.

® J.ocal declaration.
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LETFN (is..) (207)
 

  

L.ET] FH numeric variable name = numeric expression

L.T)FH string variable name =string expression   

 

LIST (i .) (56)
 

oL

  
LIsT [: filename :I [: beginning line number [ . ending line number]]

 

  

Lists one or more lines of the current or specified file on the display or i I devices.

LISTIO (i . ) (127)
 

   

Lists the device codes of the currently assigned HP-IL devices on the display or ii i =i% 1% devices.

LOCK (none) (28)
 

* password '
   

Took Pasndgdal s

Locks the HP-75 against use without the specified password. L.Lii:i  * * cancels the use of a password.

® (Global declaration.

MARGIN (s) (40)
 

[k I M number of characters
   

 

Sets the character position at which a beep sounds to signal the end of a line of input.

e Global declaration.

MERGE (.) (60)

 

fikkizi "filename '[ . beginning line number [ . ending line number]]
   

 

pese D p PO rame

g MEREGE PlS

 

Merges the specified number of lines from the specified file into the current BASIC or text file. (File types

must agree.) If no ending line number is specified, the file is merged from the beginning line number to the

end-of-file. If neither line numberis specified, the entire file is merged.
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NAME (- .) (64)

 

 

 

* filename ’
  

Renames the current file and creates another workfile of the same type (BASIC or text).

NEXT (+:=.) (179)

 

 

Hi =T loop counter
   

4tT loop. Execution is returned to the corresponding i ii# statement and the loop

 

Defines the end of a iLik:

counteris incremented (by 1 or by the : 7izvalue).

® Not executable from the keyboard.

® Notallowed after Ti) Blsk, O ERECGEor O T IMER.

OFF ERROR (4. % .) (259)
 

 

   
  Cancels the current iii i declaration.

® Local declaration.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

OFF 10 (none) (130)
 

   

Suspends HP-IL communications, but device code assignments are retained in memory.

¢ (Global declaration.

OFF TIMER # (=. + . #) (187)
 

TIMER #timer number
  
 

 

Disables the specified timer.

® Global declaration.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

ON ERROR (::. .) (258)
 

(i B EEF [allowable statement...] or [command...]
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Specifies the sequence of execution when an error condition occurs, without halting execution.

Local declaration.

 

@

e Not executable from the keyboard

e Not allowed after THER, Bl@k Ok EREECGEor M T IMER.

e The following statements are not allowed after Ui EREE,

ON...GOSUB(none) (183)

ON...GOTO (none) (182)
 

   

  

      

i line number [ . line number...]

Aline number [ . line number...]

numeric expression i:

Linumeric expression ‘.

   

 

Causes branching to a statement or subroutine specified in the statement list, based on the value of the

expression. The expression must evaluate to values which round to: 1, 2, 3, ..., n

e Not executable from the keyboard.

e Instructions following {ii... iion aline will never be executed.

ONTIMER # (. 1 .) (186)
 

 

# timer number . seconds [allowable statement...] or [command...]

  
 

 

Sets the specified timer (timer number) and its interrupt interval (seconds) and specifies the sequence of

execution when the interrupt occurs.

Local declaration.

Not executable from thekeyboard

Not allowed after 7ik i L

The following statements are notallowed after L.

     Lor Lin
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OPTION ANGLE (e .5 ¢l /oo301 ) (85)

 

CFETION HHGLE

 

  
 

Sets the trigonometric mode to degrees or radians.

e Global declaration.

OPTION BASE (::: . .) (193)

 

 

  
 

Specifies the lower bound for numeric arrays.

Local declaration.

Not executable from the keyboard.

Not allowed after THER, ELSE, OEREOREor O TIMER.

If used, must occur before any references to array variables.

Only one Ui7T14 EFizk statement is allowed in a program.

PACK (r =.) (137)

 

FHCE ' idevice code

  
 

gk o DHY

Packs the medium on the specified mass storage device.

PLIST =1 .) (56)
 

FLIWT I: " filename *:l [ . beginning line number [ . ending line number]]

   

Lists one or more lines of the current or specified file, either BASIC or text. Listing is sent to all

FEIMTER 1z devicesor tothedisplayifno FiIHTER 15 devices are assigned.

POP(;::: J) (183)

 

   

 

Cancels the pending return from the most recent 1% Listatement.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

PRINT (» i .) (167)

 

i THT [print list][ ]
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CHEELEB

  Sends listed items to= i1 1% devices or to the display if no FF IMTER 1% devices are assigned.

FE 1T with no print list outputs a blank line.

PRINT # (= ri . #) (217)

 

FREIMT  # file number [ . line number] : expression [ . expression...]
   

  siTR 43U Toaoh iy 4ooee’ s i 3 e 0P i RL T ST o At

Prints the listed items to the specified file at the next or specified line.

(221)

 

FEIHT ¥ file number . line number
   

Moves thefile pointer, in the file specified by file number, to the specified i7statement, deletes the line,

but leaves the file pointer positioned at that line.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

PRINTERIS (i . .) (128)

 

FREIMTER 1% 7 idevicecodel. :device code..]’
   

 

Designates the specified device as a printer device.

e (Global declaration.

(129)

 

   
Cancels all printer device assignments.

e Global declaration.

PRINT USING (& +i . iz .) (238)
 

FEINT LUEIHGE ine number i [print list]
image format string

   

 

FEIMT DS IHG D48 "darta’ D1E, D

FREIMT UZIMHG "iroew sample o180 050

Sends listed items to Fi 11 TER 1% devices according to the included image format string or the format

string in the 1;istatement specified by line number.
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PROTECT (-.) (121)

 

 

  
 

Protects a magnetic card from being overwritten.

PURGE (. .) (50/137)

 

FURGE * filename '

 

* file specifier '   
 

 

Erases the current or specified file from memory or the specified file from a mass storage medium and

reclaims the space occupied by that file.

PUT (none) (204)

 

11T one-character string expression

   

 

Simulates the pressing of the corresponding key or keystroke combination. Stores the character code of the

one-character string expression in the key waiting buffer.

PWIDTH () (39)
 

LI DT M number of characters

  
 

 

Sets the line length for i IT and Fi. I %7 instructions.

e Global declaration.

RANDOMIZE (= .) (83)

 

FRHD

 

11&k [numeric expression]

  
 

  
Computes a new random number seed using the system clock reading or the specified numeric expression.

e Global declaration.

READ (none) (211)

 

ki1l variable name [ . variable name...]
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 Assigns numeric or string constants in Lii4 | 4 statements to the listed variables. Array variables without

subscripts inside the parentheses will have values assigned to all elements of the array.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

READ # (v . #) (219)

 

 

¥ file number [ . line number]: variable[ . variable ...]
   

 

 Assigns the constants in the next or specified iii 7i statement, in the data file specified by file number, to

the listed variables.

e Not executable from the keyboard.

(221)

 

 

# file number . line number

  
 

 

Moves the file pointer, in the data file specified by file number, to the beginning of the specified [i#7

statement.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

REAL (¢=.) (194)

 

 

.. numeric variable [ . subscripts ][ . numeric variable [ :. subscripts :]...]

  
 

 

Dimensions and reserves memory for real (full-precision) variables. Valid for both simple and array

   

variables.

e Local declaration.

® Not allowed after 7 RR R oor il

e Must be the last instruction on the line.

e Ifused, must occur before any references to the declared variables.

REM (none) (166)
 

ki[character [character...]]

  
 

  

 

Provides for documenting program listings. All characters that follow the i i1 statement are treated as

- must be at the beginning of the line; | can

 

comments. The | may also be used as a comment delimiter.

go anywhere in the line (all characters following | are treated as comments).
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RENAME (¢.) (59)

 

 

i [ old filename '] Tl "new filename'
  
 

 

 

 

  
 

   

 

  

  
 

  

 

  

  
 

   

(137)

* file specifier © i * file specifier
* filename

‘ filename ' 1 * file specifier '

e T !

Changes the name of the specified mass storage file.

RENUMBER (##1iui.) (57)

- i[beginning line number [ . increment value [ . from old line number
[ :through old line numberl]]]

Renumbers all or the specified portion of the current BASIC or text file.

RESTORE (v== ) (213)

- [line number]

Resets the data pointer to the beginning of the specified or lowest-numbered iiii 7 {4 statement in the BASIC

file in which the i statement is located.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

RESTORE # (r&=. #) (221)
 

# file number [ . line number)
  
 

 

- L ERED

Moves the data pointer in the data file specified by file number to the beginning of the specified or lowest-

numbered [ii Tstatement in thefile.

® Not executable from the keyboard.
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RESTORE IO (r==. .) (130)

 

 

   

~ 1li and certain loop errors. Assumes the loop

Iildeclaration.

 

Restores HP-IL communications subsequent to Lif#

 

configuration is the same as in the last %

e Global declaration.

RETURN (r=+ ) (182)
 

   

Causes the program to branch from the current subroutine to the statement following the branching

statement that referenced the subroutine.

® Not executable from the keyboard.

¢ Instructions following this one on a line will never be executed.

RUN (none) (158)

R line number
‘filename * [ . line number]

 

   

 

R Popnrtiptyam g Fohet bt ilLA Hrodipes g L RERIRD

Causes execution, of the current or specified program, to begin at the first or specified line number.

SHORT (=i.) (194)
 

 

-1 numeric variable [ .. subscripts ][ . numeric variable [ " subscripts ]...]
   

.4, [ §odgeg oy L

 

Dimensions and reserves memory for short precision numeric variables. Valid for both simple and array

    

variables.

® Local declaration.

® Not allowed after Ti, ik (i b

® Must be the last instruction on the line.

e Jfused, must occur before any references to declared variables.

STANDBY (= .) (29)
 

 

   

Sets the HP-75 to turn off after 5 minutes of inactivity and to limit the number of unsuccessful attempts to

communicate with HP-IL devices.

e (Global declaration.
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Sets the HP-75 to stay on indefinitely and to wait indefinitely for HP-IL devices to respond.

e (Global declaration.

STOP (none) (165)
 

   

Interrupts program execution without deallocating the program.

®* Not executable from the keyboard.

¢ Instructions following this one on a line will never be executed.

TRACE FLOW (: . .) (252)
 

   

Sets the HP-75 to display the source and destination line numbers of each branch in program execution.

¢ Global declaration.

TRACE OFF (:+ ..) (253)
 

   

Cancels all trace operations.

¢ (Global declaration.

TRACE VARS (v .. .) (253)
 

  
   

Sets the HP-75 to display the line number and variable name (and the values of numeric variables) each time

the value of a variable changes.

¢ (Global declaration.

TRANSFORM (:+.) (275)
 

  Sfilename t ) T

 

   

    cd TR1TLk P LY Ll

Transforms one type of file in memory (BASIC, text, or interchange) into another.



UNPROTECT (.. .)
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(121)

 

 

  
 

Removes the write-protection from a magnetic card.

WAIT (i .) (166)

 

Wit 1T number of seconds
  
 

  
Delays program execution for the specified time.

WIDTH (. .) (39)

 

WILTH number of characters

 
 
 

  
Sets the line length for iii =i and i. I %7 instructions.

e Global declaration.



Section 4

Reference Tables

Character Set

   

 

The i#function returns the display character of a given decimal code, 0 through 255. Arguments are

rounded to integer values and converted to the proper range (modulo 256). An underlined display character

has a decimal code 128 larger than its non-underlined equivalent.

Thei function returns the decimal code of the first character of a given character string.

Characters whose decimal codes are 32 through 126 are standard printable characters as defined by the

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). Refer to the HP-IL peripheral owner’s

manuals to determine the response of individual peripherals to decimal codes 0 through 31 and 127 through

255. To avoid unexpected device behavior during program listings, use the i - . i function to represent

special characters (e.g., the form-feed, or FF, character) rather than the display character itself (e.g., use

CHEECLE s instead of ).

 

 

 

An asterisk (*) indicates that must first be pressed in order to display the character associated

with the key or keystroke combination. Where no keystroke sequence is shown, the display character can

% command.

 

only be displayed by using the i.i

 

    
 

0 128 & *
1 129 *[TIME

2 130 i *[APPT
3 131 = *

4 [cTL](D] 132 i *
5 i [CT(E) 133 & *
6 i 134 L *
7 i 135 i *
8 BS 136 o *
9 ir e[ 137 i *
10 LF 138 b *
11 139 i *
12 W 140 *
13 CR [cTy™) 141 i *
14 [CTL(N] 142 T *(TAB
15 § [cTL)[O] 143

16 e (P) 144

17 (cT)(q] 145 b
18 (R] 146 &     
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19 i (cTL](S] 147

20 T 148 "

21 i 149 i
22 150 .
23 151 8
24 152

25 153

26 154

27 ESC 155

28 :;::: 156 z

29 [cTL)(=] 157 i
30 £ (cTL(;] 168 i

31 159

32 160 *

33 161 *
34 162 *

35 163 *
36 [SHIFT](4] 164  F *

37 165 *
38 [SHIFT] (6] 166 L *
39 167 *
40 168 1 *
41 [SHIFT](9] 169 *
42 n 170 *
43 171 & *
44 [ 172 *
45 - (-] 173 - *

46 () 174 *
47 175

48 i [0 176 i *[cTL](0]
49 M 177 i *[eT[]
50 @ 178 & *
51 179 & *
52 @ 180 4 *[cTL(4]
53 (5) 181 0 *[cTL)(5)

54 (6) 182 & *[cTL)(6]e 183

56 184

57 (9] 185

58 [SHIFT](] 186
59 ) 187

60 (SHIFT](] 188   
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61 =) 189 =
62 [SHIFT](-] 190 =

63 191

64 i 192 * [CTL][ATIN]

65 A 193 *[CTL]mMME]
66 E 194 *[CTL](APPT)
67 195 *[cTL)(EDIT]
68 [SHIFT)(D) 196 I *[cTut]
69 i 197 E *
70  F 198 F * (e(]
71 199 *[eTu(=]
72 200 H *[cTL)(I/R]
73 [SHIFT)(1) 200 1 *[cTL][FET]
74 202 *[CTL][DEL)
75 203 K *[cTL](CLR)
76 L 204 L *[cTL][LocK]
77 [SHIFT)[M] 205 0 *[CTL)(RUN]
78 [SHIFT)(N] 206 M *[cTL)(TAB]

79 [SHIFT](0] 207 i
80 [SHIFT](P] 208  F
81 [SHIFT][Q] 209

82 [SHIFT](R] 210  F
83 2117
g4 T 2127
85 213 i

86 214 Y
87 215 M
88 216 =

89 217 %
90 218

91 [SHIFT](0] 219 L
92 220

93 3 (SHIFT](-] 2217 3

94 [SHIFT](*] 222 -

95 (CTL][-] 223

96 224 *[SHIFT)[CTL](ATTN]
97 & 225 = *[SHIFT][CTL](TIME]
98 226 I *[SHIFT)(CTL)[APPT]
99 227 *[SHIFT](CTL](EDIT]
100 D) 228 *[SHIFT](CTL](t]
101 (€] 229 *[SHIFT)(CTL)(3]
102 230 *[SHIFT](CTL] ()
103 231 * [SHIFT](T(=]
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Dgc(:;:;al Cl:;erftzr Keystrokes Dg((:)l(r;;al C[z;ithtr Keystrokes

104 232 b *[SHIFT](CTL](I/R]
105 233 * [SHIFT)[CTL][FET]
106 234 *

107 235

108 236 *

109 (V] 237 *
110 (N 238 Y * [SHIFT](CTL][TAB]
111 (0] 239 o

112 (P) 240 @

113 (Q] 241

114 (R 242 ¢

115 243 =

116 244 %

117 245

118 246

119 247

120 248 =

121 249

122 = 250 i

123 : [ 251 L
124 = 252
125 [ 253 x
126 254 -

127 (9] 255 i

 

     
Error Conditions

Occurrences

F:or

 

Whenan error occurs, the HP-75 sounds the beep, llghts the ERROR annunciator, and displays an

i i message according to the current @i ' rate. If the error occurs during program execution, the

hne number of the statement that caused the error is also displayed. Pressing [SHIFT] [FET) displays the

message again for as long as the [FET] key is held down. Typing &+ 11 returns the identification

number of the error or warning. Pressing [CLR], [ATIN], [TIME], [APPT], [(EDIT], (FETJ, (1], (], (RTN], or [RUN] turns

off the ERROR annunciator and clears the message.

  

 

 

  

 

"{{: condition causes the HP-75 to supply default values and allows execution to continue (unless

ik EREEOE has been declared). An EF R condition interrupts program execution at the statement that

caused the error. If the interrupted program is also the currentfile, then the file pointer will be set to the line

in which the error occurred; pressing and then fetches the line to the display. The program

remains initialized until you edit any line or run another program.

 

 

+ When decimal code 254 is assigned to a key, pressing the redefined key will execute the= command. Using '+%to display character

254 will cause the - character to be displayed.
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Mathematical Warnings and Errors

 

Default Values
Numb itiumber Message and Condition (with T

 

 

 
 

1 otErE L
Number lies between *in

 

  
® Largerthan i

® Largerthan :

precision allows.

+ precision allows.

 

H
H
H

COTorCSC of n >< 180° L

n = integer.

  

TAN or SEC of n X 90¢;

n = odd integer.

 

5 Bl
Zero raised to a negative power. W

 

6

Zero raised to zero power.

7 POLo

® The value of a string variable is referenced before

the variable has been assigned a value.

® The value of a simple numeric variable or a numeric
array element is referenced before the variable has

been assigned a value.

Although a default valueW|II be supplied to the pro-

gram with i i, the variable value will

remain undeflned

8 S
Division by zero. +5

  

(The remaining mathematical errors do not default.)

Negative value raised to a non-integer power.

10 R GorTRA D

Square root of a negative number.

11 Ara out oot

ArgumenttooIarge or too small.

  

12

 

Logarithm of zero.

13 LRDrimine e o

Logarlthm ofa negatlve number.  
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System Errors (14 through 18)

 

 
 

 

  

   

   

 

 

 

 
 

 
  

Number Message and Condition

14 o ibdE o To

Replace battery pack or plug in the ac adapter/recharger.

The HP75may require a reset.

16 TLR ey

® Not enough available memory exists to copy a card or tape file to memory.

® Afile or program requires too much memory.

Possible solutions:

® Delete one or more lines from the currentfile.

® Execute i-i.EHE WHED to clear calculator variables.

® Lessen the precisions or reduce the dimensions of program variables.

® Purge one or more files frommemory

¢ Execute i H specnfylng any unused data file pointers.

® Execute i then pressor{]until you see a file that can be purged, then press

EDIT andexecuteLG

® Execute i g _:;::to clear HP-IL loop.

17 REM LE dlmwalid

® |ndicates a defective circuit. Unit may require service.

® |ndicates memory lost.

18

Missing a necessary plug-in ROM or LEX file.

Card Reader Warnings (19 through 26)

Number Message and Condition

19 LT oporoet

Attempting to copy to a write-protected card. Execute

20 et thiE Vi le

A track does not belong to the same file that is being copied to memory.

21

The same track requires two more passes through the card reader, once to write to the track

and once more to verify. Clean the card first.

22 PR PTO O E

The mformatronon the track is not recognized by the HP-75.

23 s

Afalluretoreada track or write to the track properly. Clean the card and try again.

24 cudd Lol T P

PulI the cardthrough the card reader more slowly.

25 frid o d e Ty o

Pull the card through the card reader faster.

26

Th

  

ef|Ie specrflerina L ii7 command doesn’t match the name of the card file.
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Program Errors (27 through 54)

 

 
 

 
    

   

    

  

  

  

    

  

   

Number Message and Condition

27

® An array subscript is out of bounds.

® A string variable substring is out-of-bounds.

28

29 o

“ routine was requested to handle error 49—:. P .. Rather

than create another subroutine and add to the problem, the HP-75 halts executionand

displays this message.

30

; specified.

statement appears after an array variable reference.

. statements in one program.

31 b e LN

i is executed or [SHIFT is pressed before a program has been initialized or after a

program has been deallocated.

32 v 1od

® Mlssmg a Imethatisreferencedina tatement

® Missing a line that is referenced is a i ; P {{: statement.

33

# statement tried to read string information into a numeric variable.

34 =

° i statement tried to read past the end offile.
® # statement was executed when there was no data in the

* Al ‘ # statement, or random ¥

ment specn‘ledan exnstlng but non-iiii i line in a BASIC file.

® B F LD # statement specified a nonexistent line in a textfile.

35 A BT a8 e

Declaring the precision or dimension of a simple numeric variable, string variable, or

numeric array variable that has appeared previously in the program.

Dimensioning an array improperly after an L. iz declaration.

37 faad LW et $

The same function name appears in two or more | -I statements.

38 o R DE

A multlple Ilne user-defined function is missing the '

39

 

Attempting to branch into the middle of a multiple-line user-defined function.
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Program Errors (27 through 54) (continued)

 

Number Message and Condition

 
 

40   
® Mismatch occurred between the formal parameterlist in the function definition and the

actual parameterlist in the main program.

e Attempting to use a user-defined function that isn’t defined.

             

   

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

   

     

41 P :

A user-deflned function is defined in terms ofitself.

42 i b i

e Attempting to assign too many characters to a string variable.

e Printing a string longer than 251 characters to a BASIC file or longer than 255 characters

to a text file. Causes a warning and truncation of the string.

43* PRI P4 R AR

e Attempting to supply characters in response to an i statement.

e Pressing before enough values have been supplied for all the numeric variables in

the input List.

44* Ty i :

Too many items entered in response to an i1 statement.

45 o w

Executing a - # statement without first assigning a

file number.

Mlssmgthe

47 F L E :

A i statement is encountered with no corresponding i

by an incorrectly nested loop.

4-8 ............ GJnknt T g

nesting exceeds 255 levels.

i nesting exceeds 255 levels.

50 o

statement was encountered with no pending subroutine condition.

51 i i T TSl ZZ'

A program referenced itself in a - # statement.

52 LLo

At Ieast oneof thespecmersinan i Pl T i

statement is improper. May be caused by an lnvalld character in the imagestrmg

One of the specifiersinan ! i- statement

cannot represent an item to be displayed or printed.

54 . TR

argument rounds to a value less than 1. A warning condition occurs and a value of 1 is

supplied.

*An | “error will cause the HP-75 to prompt again for input. If an Ui : declaration is in effect at the time of an [ i LT

 

  error, then as many values as possible will be assigned to the T variables and the & i instruction will be performed.
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HP-IL Errors (55 through 61)

 

Number Message and Condition

 
 

 

55 Sk i

Executing ii :

without first assigning the devnces on the Ioop

    

  

  

  

  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

   

56 Froe Lop 1 i

The HP-IL loop is connected but no devices responded to the ¥ iilcommand.

57 ach TraEnEmLESIoN

® Hardware error.

® Pressing during a loop transmission.

58 Dovop Timeout

® Anintentional or accidental disconnection occurred or power was lost to a peripheral

during a Ioop transmnssnon

® During =i i1, a device took longer than 10 seconds to process a single HP-IL
instruction.

Make sure the devnces are properly connected and powered and then execute

B ' - 11l If the disconnection was |ntent|onalconnect an HPIL cable betweenin

and out connectors on the HP-75 and execute i 1Li. Execute = v iikiifa

device needs longer than 10 seconds to respond to a command.

59 T MERL RS

e More names than devicesin an i I iicommand. Causes a warning; as many

devices as exist will be assngned

° More devnce names in memory than connected devices in the loop were found after a

i .1 iLicommand. Causes an error; no devices are aSS|gned Connectthe

original devnces and reexecute i i i

60 F

""" command

61 B edaeg de

Morethan 31 devices, including the HP-75, have been connected in the HP-IL loop.

File and Device Errors (62 through 69)

Number Message and Condition

62 Pod L RT PGl olR

The specified file doesn’t exist in memory or on mass storage medium.

° Invalld name for a f|Iein memory. Restricted to one to eight characters—first character a

letter or period, remaining characters letters or digits..

® Invalid name for a mass storage or card file. Restricted to one to eight letters or digits; the

first character must be a letter (periods aren’t allowed).

° Invahd HPILdewce code Restrlcted to one or two letters or one Ietterand one digit.

° Al MOIHTO L IF I command was executed from a i ik 1 1s,

® Adisplay device code is usedin @ mass storage command.

64 chudp Lioste mame

® Duplicate filename. A file already exists in memory or on a mass storage medium by that

name.

® Duplicate device code in an P .ideclaration. If } idevices are

being assigned one by one from the keyboard causes a warning; the HP75 prompts for

another device code.

     |
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File and device Errors (62 through 69) (continued)

 

 
 

 
 

   

   

 

   

  
 

 

  

 

Number Message and Condition

65 GlEE peEe Loe

e Attempting to runan appomtment text, LEX or LIF1 file.

e Attemptingto ! i 41k a private BASIC file.

e Attemptingto i} #from a prlvate BASIC file, a LEX file, or a LIF1

file.

e Attemptingto i # a numeric value to a text file.

66 PEaEL Lo passuorad

® The password for a mass storage or card file must be correctly specified in order to copy

the file.

e A password is specified when copying a LIF1 file or a file not created by the HP-75 to or

from a mass storage medium. Causes a warning; the copy is allowed, but no password is

attached to the destination file.

67 Lrve ot Ao

e Aline listed or fetched from a file contains more than three display windowsof

information. Causes a warning, and the first 94 characters of the line are displayed. If

is pressed, the fetched line will be truncated at the 94th character, if possible;
otherwise, a syntax error will be reported.

e Fetching a key definition that exceeds 80 characters. Only the first 80 characters of the

definition will be displayed.

e Attempting to transform a LIF1 file with excessively long lines into text or BASIC—

produces this as a warning and inserts | immediately after the line number.

® Attemptlng torename a non-text file to i s i

e Attempting to rename a non-appomtment f|Ie to L

e Attempting to merge one file into a file of a dlfferenttype.

e Attempting to copy an unknown (') mass storage file to memory.

e Attempting to copy a text, appointment, LEX, or LIF1 file to a private file; causes a

warning and allows a non-private copy to be made.

69 poek b L Lrrmme

Attemptmg toedltanother file while editing a non-empty,unnamed workfile. i

- Stheworkflle before executing the 1ii i command or pressmgthe

keyduring a i P

Time Mode Warning (70)

Number Message and Condition

70 i  
Attempting to adjust the clock speed by more than +10%. Causes a warning; the

adjustment factoris left at its current setting, and a new adjustment period is begun.  
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APPT Mode Errors (71 through 77)

 

  

  

Number Message and Condition

71 chdp Lioste | i

Attempting to enter adupllcate appointment. Appointments must differ by at least one

character.

72

73

74 R Fioa ]

 

Out-of-range parameter specrfled for the month, day, or year. May be caused by an illegal

character in the *i::, Liui, or 7+fields.

75 ramed time Fiedod

Out-of-range parameter specified for the hour or minute. May be caused by an illegal

character in the i+, Iiry, or i fields.

76 acl rep Fie o

  

  
 

 

 

 
 

      

  

  

e Invalid Rept (repeating) template caused by an out-of-range parameter or an illegal

character.

e Pressing a system key while the Rept template is displayed.

77 e omlarm Eps

° lnvalrd alarm type Must be a digit, Othrough 9.

e Invalid appointment type. Must be i, i, or i,

Syntax Errors (78 through 91)

Number Message and Condition

78 ek b d R T

® |ncorrect spacing or characters in line. Cursor is positioned to character where error was

detected.

® Aline not understood during a PIMTO BEHD IO operation. The erroris
reported after the entire file has been transformed unrecognlzed lines are transformed

into program remarks beginning with |~

79 e et RPEL L ERPLD

Missing a semicolon between parameters.

80 B et e BT ELLOL RDTAG

Missing a right parenthesis in an expression.

Missing a comma between parameters.

82 ELL depoae

Unsuccessful attempt to evaluate the expression as a character string.

83 g.gi.: e e .: ...:L .:1...2

Extracharactersappear at the end of the line. May be caused by mistyping an instruction if

itis interpreted as a different instruction.  
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Syntax Errors (78 through 91) (continued)

 

Number Message and Condition

 
 

85 @epr tod ig

Expression is too big for the HP-75 to evaluate. May be caused by too many nested pairs of

parentheses or too many operations in one expression.

86 Phleasl oontesd

    

87 Bracd @wp rEEslon

® A syntax error in an expression; e.g., too many operators between operands.

® Attempting to transform a LIF1 file with missing line numbers into text or BASIC. The file

remains a LIF1 file.

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 
   

 

88 oo Etsiemnsnt

® Anincorrect abbreviation.

® Anincomplete statement.

® Attempting to execute a program only statement (e.g., i=Li |i) from the keyboard.

89 P be T e

® Using the wrong type of parameter; e.g., using a string argument for a function that takes

a numeric argument.

® Entering out-of-range parameter, illegal characters, or too many parameters.

90 4 : i

® Attempting an improper renumbering operation. Causes a warning; default line

numberlng occurs for the specified portion of the file.

* A F # statement attempts to create a line number greater than 9999. Causes an

error; no printing is done and the data pointeris left at the end of file.

® Attempting to specify a starting line number greater than 9999 in an i.!7 i command.

91 Pl et [ Lo

Omitting a necessary parameter from a function, statement, or command.

Mass Memory Errors (92 through 97)

Number Message and Condition

92 W4 TGl iii - iit 1211

A non-mass storage device was requasted to perform a mass storage operation.

93

 

The mass storage device is experiencing difficulty, perhaps due to low batteries.

Load a medium into the mass storage device.

   

The medium in the mass storage device has no room for other files. Purge one or more files,

pack the medium, or load another medium.

96

The massstorage devnce cannot read from or wrlte to the medium. May be caused by an

unformatted medium; execute an i} i &k command for the device. May be caused

by a physically damaged or defective medlum May also be caused by dirty recording heads;

clean the heads as directed in the peripheral manual.

97 Lrvea ool P

 

  

L.operation. The medium may need to be reformatted with an

- command.

Interruptmg a

IHITIFLLE
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Alphabetical Listing

 

       
Message Number Message Number

65 95

11 45

55 32

46

77 91

74 83

73

87 9
90 34

89 38

23 56

76 47

88 94

75 7
57 16

et 20

81 P 2

31 LA 1

3 PLo 43

33 29

72 30

92
51

35 24
71 25
37
64 17

28

85 60
84 50

18

: o
82

39
42

40
48 78

15

49 4

70
86 44

63

52 22

96

97 21

B 66

it 27 69

54 19

53 68

26

67

13 8

12 i 5

58 £ 6

14 61

80

FER BP 93 79
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System Memory Requirements

To determine the size of an initialized program, first interrupt execution (press [ATIN]) and determine

available memory (type i1 [RTN]). Then deallocate the program by performing a line edit. The amount of

additional memory that becomes available plus the size of the deallocated file (as indicated in the catalog

entry) is the total size.

 

Item Memory Required
 

 

Appointments

Data items

Data pointers

Files (BASIC and text)

Files (LEX and interchange)

HP-IL assignments

Key redefinitions

Mass storage commands

Mass storage devices

 

-¥. command

 

Plug-in ROMs

Program calls

Timers

it command

 

Variables (both calculator variables and

initialized program variables)

Simple numeric variables

 

Numeric array variables

 

String variables  

15 bytes for the appointment file p/us

7 bytes/appointment p/us

1 byte/character in the i1t = field plus

5 bytes/repeating appointment.

5 bytes/LiiTi statement plus

4 bytes/integer plus

9 bytes/real plus

2 bytes/item plus

1 byte/character in strings.

 

15 bytes/data pointer created by ani [ iz #statement.

15 bytes/file plus

3 bytes/line plus

1-3 bytes/keyword (BASIC) or 1 byte/character (text).

Refer to the catalog entry for the file.

 

7 bytes/device declared in an ¥ I ticommand.

3 bytes/redefinition p/us

1 byte/character in the the key definition string p/us

1 byte for final semicolon.

43 bytes/command.

105 bytes/device.

256 bytes plus

6 bytes/file.

Refer to the ROM owner’s manual for the numberof bytes of

system RAM used by the ROM.

30 bytes/ :il.L. statement plus

2 bytes/calling program variable plus

the number of bytes required by the variables’

sizes or precisions.

  
63 bytes/timer set by an iil4 iki statement plus

one or more bytes per timer instruction.

A maximum of 255 bytes while the transformation is occurring.

12 bytes/variable

8 bytes/variable

7 bytes/variable

10 bytes/array variable plus

8 bytes/element

4 bytes/element

3 bytes/element

8 bytes/variable plus

dim length.
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Display Escape Codes

ESC represents the escape character, decimal code 27. Displaying [ESC]—that is,mm—ordisplaying

o =7 1 sends an escape character to the HP75 display and other iii=Hi.#Y 1% devices. Printing  

  # sends an escape character to i [= devices.

The HP-75 display and most HP-IL devices have special responses to predefined escape codes, that is, to

display or print instructions which contain sequences formed by the escape character and the characters

immediately following. A given escape code may be ignored by one device while interpreted by another

device as a machine instruction. For example, an ESC i: is ignored by the HP 82162A Thermal Printer but

causes the HP 82163 Video Interface to move the cursor onep0s1t10n to therlght An ESC i may be sent to

the HP-75 display and other display devices using i}@i , for example.

The HP-75 display responds to 12 escape codes. Other escape sequences used in ii &or Fi LT

areignored by the display.

statements

The 32 display window positions are identified as 0 through 31.

Escape Code Instruction Description

ESC - Cursor Right* Moves the cursor one position to the right.

ESC i Cursor Left* Moves the cursor one position to the left.

ESC & Clear All* Moves the cursor to column 0 and clears the display.

ESC i Cursor Return Moves the cursor to column 0.

ESC H Cursor Home* Moves the cursor to column 0.

ESC .! Clear From Cursor* Clears the display from cursor location.

ESC & Clear to End of Line Clears the display from the cursor location.

ESC & Delete Character Deletes the character at the cursor location and left-shifts all
With Wraparound trailing characters with wraparound.

ESC ¥ Delete Character Deletes the character at the cursor location and left-shifts all

trailing characters.

ESC Cursor Off* Turns off the cursor.

ESC = Cursor On* Turns on the cursor.

ESC *cr Cursor to Address* Moves the cursor to the display position (0 through 31) specified by

the decimal code of the first display character modulo 32. The

decimal code of the second character is used by the video interface

as arowparameter but1s1gnored by the HP75Forexample

   
positions the cursor to column 16 (and row 8 of the video interface)

and displays ¥&, beginning from that location.

An asterlsk (*) indicates that the HP 82163 Video Interface responds similarly when declared a

 

= device. Refer also to the owner’s manual for the video interface.



Type a semicolon after an escape code to suppress the carriage-return/line-feed that normally terminates a

LimbFor FiRIHT statement.

In addition, pressing sends an ESC

sends an ESC % (roll down one line) to i

characters.

 
   

Machine Defaults

1 (roll up one line) to Li [ &F LAY
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Condition
After a machine reset or after the

battery pack is first installed.

After turning on

following a timeout period.
 

 

       

Files

Keyboard

 

Mode

 

SHIFT

= template

TIME display

Trigonometric

mode.

Variables:

calculator

program

 

  

No HP-IL assignments.

No file number assignments.

Set-time template.

Identity assignments

1 second.

#(That is, the HP-75 display.)

CR/LF

 B 1T marks cleared.

Line O of workfile.

BASIC workfile

(O bytes, time and date of clock setting.)

Unshifted.

No password.

91

TIME

# (The HP-75 display.)

32 columns.

0

 

Blank display.

 

  
Set-time values.

  

None.

None.

32 columns.  

Previous setting.

Previous HP-IL assignments.

Previous file number assignments.

Previous setting.

Blank line.

Previous setting.

Previous key definitions.

Previous setting.

Previous display devices.

Previous setting.

Previous error line.

Previous error number.

 

i marks unchanged.

Previously pending line.

Previous BASIC files, text files,

appointmentfiles, keys files, LEX files,

LIF1 files.

Previous keyboard mode.

Previous password.

Previous setting.

EDIT

Previous printer devices.

Previous setting.

Last numeric result.

Next number in sequence.

Blank display.

Previous setting.

Previous settings.

Current time.

Previous setting.

Previous assignments.

Previous assignments if allocated

program.

Previous setting.
 

i devices and pressing

i %devices. The HP-75 display window ignores these
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Abbreviations

The following are the shortest distinct abbreviations recognized by the HP-75. Longer abbreviations are

allowed, providing that the period doesn’t match the final character of the keyword. Abbreviations may not

contain embedded blanks.

The HP-75 supplies the complete spelling of keywords when listing and fetching lines.

 

Keyword Abbreviation Keyword Abbreviation
  

    

bRR
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Keyword Abbreviation
 

Keyword Abbreviation

 

SHORT

 

   

 

 

STAMDEY OFF
STAMDEY

IR
TRAHEFIR  

=

conf

 

  

 

WVERE

WHTT
WIDITH  

L
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